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Why convolution & pooling?
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What are deep (convolutional) neural networks doing?

Why convolution & pooling?

Why hierarchy / multi-layer?
(Deep) Representation Learning

- What are deep (convolutional) neural networks doing?
- Why convolution & pooling?
- Why hierarchy / multi-layer?

- Learning invariant representation
- Removing task-irrelevant variability
- Hierarchy of different scales / invariance
Outline

- Basic Theory
  - invariant representation
- Neural Realization
  - computational modules / networks based on neuron primitives
- Evaluation
  - music genre classification on GTZAN
Properties of a “good” data representation

- Invariant (to identity-preserving transformations / variability), for representation $R$, signal $x$ and (irrelevant) transformation $G$

$$R(x) = R(g \circ x), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}, g \in G$$

- Discriminative (will not map objects from different classes to the same representation)

$$R(x) \neq R(x') \text{ iff } \nexists g \in G, \text{ s.t. } x' = g \circ x$$

- Stable (Lipschitz continuous)

$$\|R(x) - R(x')\|_R \leq L\|x - x'\|_X, \quad L > 0$$
A model for (compact) group transformation. Example for group transformation: (tempo) scaling, (pitch) shifting / translating.

A group $G$ partitions the signal space $\mathcal{X}$ into equivalent classes (orbits), for any $x \in \mathcal{X}$:

$$[x] = \{ g \circ x : g \in G \}$$

The orbit itself is

- invariant: $[x] = [g \circ x]$, $\forall x \in \mathcal{X}, g \in G$
- discriminative: $[x] \neq [x'] \Leftrightarrow \exists g \in G, s.t. x' = g \circ x$
Basic Theory

The orbit (a set of signals) could be characterized by the probability distribution supported on it. This could be characterized by projections onto unit vectors (Cramer-Wold 1936).
Neural Realization

- \([x] = \{g \circ x : g \in G\}\)
- \(\iff p_x \text{ supported on } [x]\)
- \(\iff p_{\langle t, x \rangle} \text{ for templates } t \text{ sampled from the unit sphere}\)
- \(\langle t, g \circ x \rangle = \langle g^{-1} \circ t, x \rangle \text{ for unitary groups}\)

Algorithm

Fix (random) templates \(t_1, \ldots, t_K\), for an input signal \(x\):
- compute \(\langle g \circ t_k, x \rangle\) for all \(k = 1, \ldots, K\) and \(g \in G\)
- compute (1-D) histogram over the inner-product values for each template \(t_k\)
- concatenate all the histograms
Remarks

- To compute $\langle g \circ t_k, x \rangle$, we only need to observe $x$, instead of all transformed version of $g \circ x$.  
- Learning is implemented by memorizing the “random” templates and their transformed versions $g \circ t_k$, for $g \in G, k = 1, \ldots, K$
- Only basic neuron primitives are used in the feature computation  
  - High-dimensional inner-product (templates are stored as the weights in the synapses of the neurons)  
  - Non-linearity (could be used to implement histogram counting)
- This representation map is Lipschitz continuous
Invariance Module (Simple-Complex Neurons)
Generalization

- Partially Observable Group: pool over a subset of the group, get *partially* invariant representation
  - Limited receptive field size
  - Non-compact group

- Non-group smooth transformations: sample *key transformations* and linearly approximate the orbit locally at each key transformation
Music Genre Classification

- Base representation is spectrogram (370 ms)
- Three layers of invariance module cascades
  - Time warping
  - Local translation in time
  - Pitch shifting
Experiment Setup

GTZAN Dataset
► 1000 audio tracks, each 30 seconds long
► Some tracks contain vocals
► 10 music genres
   – blues, classical, country, disco, hiphop, jazz, metal, pop, reggae and rock

Baseline Features
► Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs)
► Scattering Transform (J. Andén, S. Mallat 2011)
## Classification Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Error Rates (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFCC</td>
<td>67.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering Transform (2nd order)</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering Transform (3rd order)</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering Transform (4th order)</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Spectrogram</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invariant (Warp)</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invariant (Warp + Translation)</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invariant (Warp + Translation + Pitch)</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What are the class-preserving transformations for music classification?

What are the (invariant) characteristics of music genres?

- Any transformation that preserves such invariants could be “irrelevant”.

Learning transformations from the data

- Learning needs to see the transformed templates $g \circ t_k$.
- But there is no need to know explicitly what the transformations $G = \{g\}$ are.

Temporal continuity

- Nearby audio segments within the same clip (genre preserved) could be treated as the same identity undergone some unknown smooth transformations.
Summary (Contributions)

- Basic Theory
  - Theoretical framework for invariant representations.

- Neural Realization
  - Implementation of modules and network cascades / hierarchies.

- Evaluation
  - Music genre classification (GTZAN): improved by over scattering (deep) and MFCC (shallow)